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Jackson Bryant, the millionaire plaintiff lawyer who turned to pro bono work in Dead Peasants, is caught up
in the collision of money and politics when he receives a call from his old army buddy Walt Frazier. Walt
needs his assistance in evaluating security for Texas Governor Rob Lardner at a Halloween costume
fundraiser thrown by one of the nation's richest Republican billionaires at his mansion in Fort Worth.

Miriam Van Zandt is the best marksman among The Alamo Defenders, an anti-government militia group in
West Texas. She attends the fundraiser dressed as a cat burglar--wounds the governor and murders the host's
brother, another Republican billionaire. She is shot in the leg but manages to escape.

Jack is appointed special prosecutor and must call on the Texas DPS SWAT team to track Van Zandt and
attack The Alamo Defenders' compound in a lonely part of West Texas. Van Zandt's father, founder of the
Defenders, is killed in the attack and Miriam is left in a coma. The authorities declare victory and close the
case-but Jack knows better. The person behind the Halloween massacre has yet to be caught. When Walt and
the protective detail are sued by the fundraiser host and the widow of the dead man, Jack follows the dark
money of political contributions from the Cayman Islands to Washington to Eastern Europe, New York and
New Orleans to track the real killer and absolve his friend and the Protective Detail of responsibility for the
massacre.

Dark Money is a thriller, a mystery and an expose of the corruption of money in politics caused by the
Supreme Court's decision in Citizens United.
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From reader reviews:

Johnny Allen:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them household
or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or playing
video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity that is look different you can read the
book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent all day every day
to reading a guide. The book Dark Money it is rather good to read. There are a lot of people that
recommended this book. These folks were enjoying reading this book. When you did not have enough space
to develop this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore effortlessly to read this book through your
smart phone. The price is not to fund but this book offers high quality.

David Dabbs:

Precisely why? Because this Dark Money is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you
to snap that but latter it will surprise you with the secret this inside. Reading this book adjacent to it was
fantastic author who have write the book in such wonderful way makes the content on the inside easier to
understand, entertaining technique but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this ever again or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of advantages than
the other book possess such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking method. So , still want
to hesitate having that book? If I have been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Crystal Babin:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make someone to
understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information better to share.
You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon.
You can view that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended for you is Dark Money this publication consist a lot of the information in the condition of this
world now. This specific book was represented how can the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that
writer use for explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some research when he makes this
book. This is why this book suitable all of you.

Julie Long:

Some individuals said that they feel bored when they reading a book. They are directly felt it when they get a
half portions of the book. You can choose the book Dark Money to make your own reading is interesting.
Your own personal skill of reading expertise is developing when you just like reading. Try to choose easy
book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the opinion about book and examining especially. It is to be
initially opinion for you to like to start a book and study it. Beside that the book Dark Money can to be your
friend when you're really feel alone and confuse with the information must you're doing of their time.
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